
Le Poste 2017

Wine advocate
Wine Advocate – Issue 244, End of August 2019 : CHÂTEAU DE SAINT COSME Gigondas Le Poste 2017
– 96 points 
“More civilized than it was last year out of barrel, the 2017 Gigondas le Poste boasts lovely blueberry and
cassis fruit. It's full-bodied and intense yet silky and darn near elegant on the palate. Don't underestimate
the quantity of (ripe) tannins here, which provide a pleasant chewiness to the long, salted-licorice finish.”

2017 Chateau de Saint Cosme • Gigondas le Poste
View wine

Rating : (95 - 97)
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Issue Date : 31st Aug 2018

Source : 238, The Wine Advocate

The 2017 Gigondas le Poste is just super: super purple, super concentrated and super tannic. Really
intense, it's not a wine for the shy, steamrollering along with dark fruit and powerful notes of licorice on the
lengthy finish.

Wine spectator
Wine Spectator Insider – September 18, 2019 : CHÂTEAU DE SAINT COSME Gigondas Le Poste 2017 –
96 points 

“This is packed with steeped fig, blackberry and boysenberry confiture notes, laced liberally with violet,
anise, tobacco and lavender accents. Has enough grip through the finish to keep it honest, with tar and
juniper notes adding spine and heft. A beauty.”

Decanter
CHÂTEAU DE SAINT COSME Gigondas «Le Poste» 2017, 98 points

«Aromatically very deep, with blackberry fruits emerging from the oak
chrysalis along with lavender notes. So silky, juicy and fine. Massy,
thick and chewy tannins. Dark, black fruit compote on the palate, but
fully dry. Remarkable depth and darkness of fruit. Very long.»

Jeb Dunnuck
AOP Gigondas "Le Poste", Château de Saint-Cosme rouge 2017 - Rating 97+ 
More closed and backward than either the Hominis Fides or Le Claux, the 2017 Gigondas Le Poste is
nevertheless just as impressive and offers its hallmark purity and elegance paired with stunning richness
and depth. Black and blue fruits, crushed rocks, graphite, and a beautiful violet character all define the
bouquet. Rich, full-bodied, and concentrated, it’s the purity of fruit and balance that set this beauty above
just about every other Gigondas out there. Do your best to hide bottles for at least 4-5 years.
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Vinous
Gigondas Château de Saint Cosme "Le Poste" 95 pts

Deep lurid ruby. Highly fragrant suggestions of ripe red berries, cherry preserves, exotic spices and candied
flowers are accompanied by a smoky mineral element that builds steadily with air. Smooth and seamless
on the palate, offering intense black raspberry, cherry cola, spicecake and candied lavender flavors that
convey a suave mix of power and delicacy. Closes smooth, gently tannic and impressively long, leaving
sappy red fruit and floral pastille notes behind. -- Josh Raynolds

James Suckling
CHÂTEAU DE SAINT COSME Gigondas «Le Poste» 2017 ,95 points

«A curiosité of soil in this parcel with tortonian limestone, like in Barolo.
The nose is so elegant with a fragrant, dried-wood and camphor
note and a lighter, redder fruit edge. The palate has such finesse and
a very discreet, smooth and compact style. This has a very fresh, redto-
purple fruit feel at the firm, dense finish. Unique texture here.»
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